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jonric: do you feel that your music has been a positive part of lineage 2 chronicle 5 oath of blood, and have
you noticed any difference in the reception of the game with or without this score and soundtrack? inon zur:

without a doubt. i think the sound of the game is very enhanced by the music, and it is a very important
part of the game. the music goes along with and enhances the story, and it is so big that it makes the
whole thing more enjoyable. i really hope you will help us bring back that as you said. i think that the

patches from their are making the game more and more what was play in 1999-2000. and the changes in
the game both design and engine have been done for ea. and i believe it's not because of lack of will, but

just it's pretty hard to balance content for all the game modes. i agree. that's why i'm here. i played
lineage2 in 1999-2000 and what i liked most was when it was in early phase. they did so much to create the

game like updating the engine, adding new content and making it more enjoyable and easier for the new
players. this game is a classic lineage game, but they did some changes that were not in line with classic
lineage game gameplay, but just like an update for people who don't want to grind, they added some new

class, weapon and level system just to make it more casual. that's what i miss since they made this game, i
miss more or less that game, or to be honest, they just take the map i loved of 1999-2000 and make it

more casual. jonric: it's fantastic ion zur: :-) i like to hear people saying that the music is fantastic even one
step away from the 9999th building, your music is the best in the game :-) how's the ride for you jonric?

you're next..
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i didn't really focus on anything. i mostly followed what i heard. i remember that i played a lot of different
games, from guild wars to the original lineage, so i really had a good view on the field. i also played a lot of

movies, so when i started to work on lineage ii, i had a good feel for what games usually sound like. yes.
although the structure of the game has a soundtrack, some of the songs were composed just for certain

situations. this meant that i had to decide what kind of emotions the music should create in a certain
situation, or what type of feelings the characters should have. it's quite a difficult task. this set the whole
process off. i went back and i watched every video, and studied the game. i also started to research on

online forums and use the lineage ii development team's press kit. i had to study all those aspects, learn
the game, and also learn how to create a good soundtrack. we were also pleased to note that inon zur was
humble about his accomplishment, remarking that his was quite a simple score to produce, even though it

involved more than four months of work. these observations came during our conversation about his
career, which first extended to video games in 1998 when he composed the music for the strategy first pc

title, hearts of iron iii. since then, he's written a score for a number of titles, the latest being midway's
gauntlet: seven sorrows and black isle studios' icewind dale ii. he also has contributed a number of tunes to
other related titles, including sony online entertainment's champions of norrath and midway's champions of

norrath: realms of everquest. 5ec8ef588b
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